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TX19  -  Por twes t  Texo
Contrast  Gilet
Collection:  Portwest  Texo  Cotton
Rich
Range: Workwear
Shell  Fabric:  Portwest  Texo Cotton
Rich 245g

Product information
This  new  lightweight  gilet  is  an  excellent
addition  to  the  Portwest  Texo  range.  The
contemporary  design  is  ideal  for  warm
conditions  or  hot  weather.  Multiple  pockets
offer security and convenience and the cotton
rich fabric provides superior comfort.

Portwest Texo Cotton Rich
The  Portwest  Texo  range  of  workwear,
constructed from 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester,
245g is designed to give the ultimate in comfort
& practicality. The soft handle cotton rich fabric
is built to last and will look and feel great. The
high cotton content ensures it washes well at
sixty  degrees  whilst  the  polyester  gives  a
ruggedness  essential  for  daily  use.  The
Portwest Texo fabric provides a UPF rating of
50 so will block 98% of the UV rays which fall
on the garment. The colours offered are bright
and  perfect  for  corporate  branding.  Each
garment has been carefully designed to include
multi-pocket  storage  and  clever,  useful
features.

Workwear
The  Workwear  Collections  offer  a  range  of
designs  and  features  suitable  for  many  end
uses.  Only  the  best  quality  fabrics  and
construction techniques are used guaranteeing
comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the
rigours  of  everyday  wear  each  garment  has
been carefully  designed and manufactured to
ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Features
High cotton content for superior comfort●

Non shrinking to ensure that this style●

maintains its shape wash after wash

Contrast panels for protection against dirt●

Storm flap front to protect against the●

elements

Concealed zip opening for added security●

Chest pockets●

Deep storage pockets●

Phone pocket●

D-ring for keys or ID cards●

Bartacked at all stress points●

  Colours
Short Reg Tall XTall

Black S - 3XL
Grey S - 3XL
Navy S - 3XL
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TX19 - Portwest Texo Contrast Gilet
Commodity Code: 6203321000

Test House

Wash care
          

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight (Kg) Cubic (m3) EAN13 DUN14
TX19BKRS Black 43.0 28.0 58.0 0.4300 0.0698 5036108257041 15036108746320
TX19BKRXXL Black 43.0 28.0 58.0 0.5100 0.0698 5036108257065 15036108746351
TX19BKRXXXL Black 43.0 28.0 58.0 0.5350 0.0698 5036108257072 15036108746368


